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Nurses’ presence of mind saved many lives at Cama
Hospital

   |

A week after Mumbai's worst-ever terror attack, doctors and nurses

at the state-run Cama and Albless Hospital recollect the promptness

that nurses and ward boys showed to save several lives. More than 40

babies and their mothers trapped on the fifth floor of the hospital

were saved as nurses advised mothers to breast-feed their babies to

prevent any baby cries reaching the terrorists. 

The terrorists rushed to Cama hospital from a back door, shot at two

guards on duty and ran inside the hospital building. One of the ward

boys, Phunde Mama, on duty that day, ran up the staircase asking all

ward nurses to shut doors. At that time, nurses recollect, the hospital

had approximately 150 patients. A day later all the patients moved

out of the hospital.

  "The nurse staff immediately closed the grills, shut lights and all the

mothers were told to stay inside the toilets. On the fifth floor, the grill

of one of the two wards where postnatal care is given was jammed

forcing the nurse to push all  the 40 mothers inside a small  warm

cubical (meant for newly borns). One of the relative of the patient

was shot outside the fifth floor ward," recollects a nurse not willing to

give her name. 

 Dr Archana Garud, casualty medical officer who was on duty on that

terrible Wednesday night said, "At that time a mother in acute labour

was brought to the hospital. We took her to the receiving room and
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one of the ward boys just pushed us inside the room saying that two

terrorists  have  come  inside  the  hospital.  We  mobilised  a  team  of

doctors to St George. We tried calling 100 but the number was not

working."   "The only source of contact was another doctor in Thane

whom we contacted through mobile phone. The intercom system was

dismantled as we feared misuse," added Dr Garud who was alerted

only  when one of  the  workers,  Ira  Jhadav,  sustained a  superficial

injury after a bullet passed from the side of her hand when she was

trying to get a glimpse of the action at the Times office lane from the

toilet. Dr Garud is today scarred of firecrackers as it reminds her of

the sound of hand grenades. "When there was no response from the

hospital staffers even after pulling the grill, the terrorists went to the

terrace. None of the staffers have any idea what time they fled from

the hospital,"  added Dr Garud. Another nurse at  the hospital  who

was present at the hospital when terrorists came said, "A day later,

our medical superintendent was so overwhelmed that she hugged us

all. It looked like we won a war against terror."

 When Newsline visited the sixth floor of the hospital building several

marks  on  the  walls  could  still  be  seen.  Holes  made  by  random

gunshots were all over the ceiling on one of the doors of the lift and

even on the water cooler.  "There is a conference hall and laproscopy

room and a medical records section. Medical officers came to work

only on Saturday on the sixth floor after the blood on the floor was

washed," said Laxman Bhajan, liftman, who now fears the sixth floor.

Even as the hospital staff is trying to return to normalcy, patients at

the hospital are unwilling to be admitted on the fifth floor.
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